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The Reader's Guide
Conductea by MAY LAMBERTON BECKER

Hnw Writers Write

It will be remembered that G. H..

New Jersey, whose call for books
about the writer "s mind at work
started a rush toward this depart-
ment, said he would like some-
thing on the order of N. S. Tillett's

"How Writers Write" (CrowelP,
now out of print. Priority is there-
fore given to M. M. H., University

of North Carolina, Women's Col-
lege. Greensboro. N. C. who says
that Miss Tillett, long a member
of the faculty, has inspired many
students to achievements in cre-
ative work, and that together they
wish to suggest the following books
to G. M. or any one else interested
in breaking into print. "The Art
of Authorship," by Edwin Valen-
tine Mitchell; "Breaking Into
Print," edited by Elmer Adler,

recommended also by E. W.. New
York,, who says that in it a score
of writers, such as Robinson, Mor-
ley, Mencken, Edith Wharton.
Shephen Vincent Benet, Herge-
sheimer, "take down their hair
and let you in on the secrets of

their fii-st flights"; "In Defense of

Letters," by Georges Duhamel
(Greystone); "Fighting Words,"
Donald Ogden Stewart's anthol-
ogy of speeches; "This Ti'ade of

Writing," by Edward Weeks (Lit-

tle, Brown) ; "What Is a Book?",
by Dale Warren (Houghton) ; "The
Story of a Novel," by Thomas
Wolfe (Scribner), which describes

writing and marketing "Look,
Homeward Angel," and is also

suggested by B. N., New York, and
E. W., New York, and the book
most often recommended in these

replies, Somerset Maugham's "The
Summing Up," on which comments
were made by D. N., Hanover,
N. H.; B. N.. New York; E. C. K.,

Haworth, N. J., and R. P. B., South
Pasadena, Calif., which boil down
to "full of wisdom and incisive

common sense."

Several of these books appear
among suggestions of V. T. E., New
Wilmington, Pa., whose favorite

class. Advanced Composition au2,

Westminster College, has long been
collecting books of this kind in a
desultory sort of way. They like

Mark Twain's "Notebooks," edited
from unpublished manuscripts by
Albert Bigelow Paine (Harper);
Katherine Mansfield's "Journal"
(Knopf), as well as her scrapbook;
and C. E. Montague's great "A
Writer's Notes on His Trade." Just

now "a delightful, hard-boiled
young journalist" is reading and
reflecting upon Emerson's "Jour-
nals" (Houghton) with under-
standing and delight. They like

the preface to John Passos's

"Three Soldiers" (Modern Li-

brary) and Conrad's "The Nigger
of the Narcissus" (Doubleday);
E, W., New York, suggests Ed-
mund Wilson's introduction to

Scott Fitzgerald's posthumous, un-
finished "Last Tycoon" (Scribner)

and Stephen Crane's "Essays on
Authorship," long out of print but

possible on book stalls.

V. T. E. adds that many of the

loci classici are in Carter, Holland
and Davidson's "Reader for Writ-

ers" (Heath), but that the best

are those we stumble on acci-

dentally, such as the splendid bit

on translating in Dorothy Rich-

ardson's "Deadlock" in her "Pil-

grimage" (Knopf). Students like

the "How I Came to Write" intro-

ductions in J. K. Piercy's "Modern
Writers at Work" (Macmillan)

and, if there must be an anthol-

ogy, find G. G. Williams's "Read-

ings for Creative Writers" (Har-

per) the best. Another good help-

er is Rollo W. Brown's "The Writ-

er's Art."

R. A., Winnipeg, Canada, asks

how I could forget "that mar-

velous detective story that delves

into Coleridge's mind, 'The Road

to Xanadu,' by J. Livingston Lowes

(Houghton)." So thinks D. H.,

Hanover, N. H., but space failed

rather than memory. Two corre-

spondents mention I. M. P.'s praise

of the "Autobiography" of W. B.

Yeats (Macmillan), and J. D. H.,

Scarsdale. N. Y., says the very

title of Christopher Morley's "In-

ward Ho" suggests that he writes

"about his carburetor brain where
raw material was volatilized and
prepared for the combustion cham-
ber." R. P. B., South Pasadena,

Calif., spoke for "the little book-

let by A. E. Housman, originally

a lecture, having to do with po-

etry and the inner stirrings con-

nected with it," by which one

recognizes "The Name and Nature

of Poetry" (Macmillan), a little

classic, Leslie Stephen Lecture for

1933.

More was written about Dorothy

Sayers's "The Mind of the Maker"
(Harcourt) than about any other

book suggested. B. A., New York,

calling it an effort to clarify Chris-

tian concepts of God as Creator,

through her own knowledge of a

process of human creation—the

functioning of the human mind-
calls it "not an easy book to read,

but I found it stimulating."

E. C. K. praises its insight and

frankness, and H. T., Glendale,

Mo., who found its interest as

much in the literary field as in the

philosophical, adds "and of course

Dorothy Sayers would be witty

and stimulating in writing about

a perfectly blank wall."

These books, with publishers and

prices, whether in or out of print,

and any other books suggested

within a week, will form a list sent

on request.
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possessed of, commends what is past, <

present, and longs for what is to com'
by no reasonable occasion.

Now these generalisations may be corrwri

or condemned as partial and sweepinj;^

tantly as only too true or dismissed a;

an exaggerated cynicism, but they ca

embody no view of human nature. T
student at any rate, seems to be that M
is valuable in so far as he recognizes

defectibility and ' pkonexia ' which is i

persistence of which optimistic progress]

to deny or evade. But he is dangerous
when he takes the recognition of man

!
pride and domination to be the only a

him worth making and the only elemen
aspect of politics on which those who
in them need to rely. Cynicism, even \n

believes itself to be purely objective, cai

ing as optimism.

All this is not to say that the scicr

observation and deduction (experiment
sense is scarcely possible in this sph
no value to the student of politics. But
the place of such methods is not to adi

can ever be a science ill any precise cor

term or to suppose that the recognition o

ought to be, or ever can be, eliminated

theory. Mr. Burnham's ' Machiavellians
nineteenth century sociologists, one of

as he himself admits ' cannot be consid(

pects a Machiavellian ' and seems to be :

for his influence on the others. As a

reformist illusions and hypocrisies Sore'

and significant, but he never pretended to

analyst of the sociological scene; he was ii

a moralist, and his theses on the value o:

function of violence in social action ar(

XpB9JiB SI ai^i iBq.w sasidsap u-eui Xj3A3

uBui ou ;bi{1 siiadd^q li aouam mojj '. ^\n]\

OUUJJOJ SE3J3l|AV 'Suil|;Xj3A3 JO SnO?3AOD 3J

fatq^UBSui puB 'asu9u.nxii 9jb pui^^u^ui }o

sasjnoDsiQ

;u3Ui5pnC siq; po^onb a^nd snoiADjd Xjs.

^/3jniHu uHuini| uo sm3IA ou si3i{ „ 3i{ :

JO SiCBS UiBqujna: UH 'uiam S3;Binuuo^

'spaiioo oqM usui aq; Jo jfoopno oq;

D;inb :isix9 ubd s^v,\ aq; jou spnj 9i

*§uip33DOjd snopjHznq iCpHquoad b si
^

qons ^3;bidjjod, o^ IsiSo^oiq aq; jo i]

Dq; JO ibu3;hui aq; uijoj qoiqAV osoq

Dq; JO spBj ;ou 3JB 'iBUoqijOA puB oiqn

qoiq.w 'ajniBU UHiunq Suiujdduod spHj 'j

Views and R
THE SCIEN'CE OF

It may surprise a good many (

Mr. Burnham's book* to learn—oi

more accurate to say, to be told-

great Machiavellian tradition.' Th
the English-speaking peoples has (

and medieval sources; it has little

the study of power, that element

of the sub-conscious of man in the

where so conspicuously as in the; I

The nearest likeness to a Renaiss

English history reveals is the sini:

Cromwell, who carried upon hin

volume, recently procured for him
confessed that he found, from its-

art of the politician was to penetrj

princes usually throw over their r

to devise expedients by which the
]

appetites without appearing to out

ligion."t Thomas found his Pri]

hold him ; and when what Mr. Bur
shift in the composition and struc

in the mode of its relation to the

stitutes a revolution developed ' in

tury, it was with no cynical explc

a cloak for the seizure of power,

(if ill-informed) appeals to historic^

medieval declarations about natur

out the eighteenth and nineteenth

fairly general disposition to wrii

a cynical reprobate, and the first c(

to have received here in our owi

unexpected source. Mr. H. G. We
about equally to the study of Fabi;

hailed him as a ' fallen brother,

writer,' disinterestedly absorbed b

of statecraft.':^

The defamation of Machiavelli

writers can easily be accounted fo

""because the distinguishing quali

ways been hypocrisy, and hypoc

at pains to shy away from the truf

thing more fundamentid is at st

really want to know about thems

is most certainly against the inte

that the truth should be kiiowi

haviour " for then ** the success

the other forms of oppressive politi

much less likely." Mr. Burnham
gest here that Machiavelli's purpos

was not (as he declares in one
" unquestionably progressive " cai

under a despot who would know
and how to hold it, or (as he impl

outline a purely objective science
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The age of reconstruction
TT is reassuring: to see in your

recent articles on Germany and
our relationship with tiermans after

the war, a recognition of Realities

which—to the minds of some readers

at any rate—was somewhat lacking

in an earlier phase of thought; and
it is significant that this is accom-
panied by a less grim weight of

pessimism. On the other hand, recent

contributors otf articles and letters on
the subject of social development
appear to have absorbed the pessi-

mism cast off by the more official

columns.
I May I suggest to the "pessifists"

1 that thev read two books which
appear to offer a deeper understand-
ing of society and its possible de-

I

velopments and which afford, also, a

: firmer ground for faith in future
possibilities? Karl Mannheim, start-

I

ing from the base of philosophical

I

sociology and Dr. Scott Williamson
I and his band of pioneers in social

i biology, seem to me to be two of the

; most foi-ward-looking and significant

figures of today. Starting from their

vei*v different bases and travelling-

j

along quite different paths they carry

i
one with them to a view of society

and its possibilities which provides

—

to my mind—a real hope which the

"pessifistic" view is too naiTow and

j

partial to see at all.

MUTUAL REACTION
"Man and Society in an Age of Reconstruc-

tion" and "The Peckham Experiment." read
together, not only give one a real basis for

believing that if mankind will make the effort

to readjust it can do so; they also frum their

different vie\N'points. 6ho_^ that mitp jj'""^' ^'•'^

of growth ATlfl /Ipvplftpnrienr In other wordu
one need not despair tnat "mankind" will have
the sense to pull himself together, because the
more desperate his environment the greater is

the strength of the mutual reaction between
himiself and his environment : and in a eense-

therefore, the more likely is it that natural
growth and development will occur.
The "managerial" or "planning" State has

come: and in greater or less, degree it has
come to stay. It is the task of individual to
see that their individual planning and social
planning alfke shall be on the level of planned
thinking for planned freedom. Only by carry-
ing forward the "technical" attitude of miiid
which is one of the generative forces which
have produced society as we -see it today, to
the higher stage of a social planning technique
for the production of freedom in.stead of
merely machines, can we hope to escape the
collapse of civilization which on the surface
appeartfi to be either imminent or in process of
occurring.
To deplore, the managerial State without

visualizing • its higher development, or to
preach a return to the less complex societies
of the past, is but crying for the moon in the
firm knowledge that, you can't have it : and
which quite naturally would lead to pe.s.simism.

RONALD G. PERRY
PotteTv Hp.irb House, Welwyn, Herts.

i 4*^ a. K*><
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The Living Dead

PEOPLE "died" all the time
in their lives. Parts of them
died when they made the

wrong kinds of decisions—deci-

sions against life. Sometimes
they died bit by bit imtil finally

they were just living corpses
walking around. If you were per-
ceptive you could see it in their

eyes; the fire had gone out. Yes,
there were a lot of people walk-
ing around who were "dead"
and a lot of people killed who
were "living." She couldn't ex-

plain it any more than that. But
you always knew when you made
a decision against life. When you
denied life you were warned. The
cock crowed, always, somewhere
inside of you. The door clicked

and you were safe inside—safe

and dead.

And usually it was fear that

made you pull the door shut:

emotional fear of becoming in-

volved with people, of loving too
much (because it always meant
suffering to love deeply, as she
loved Gerald and Peter); physi-

cal fear of pain and death (if she,

for instance, had stayed home
from this trip) ; spiritual fear of

the great and the unknown that

made you stop in your mind
when you came on words like

God and Prayer.

Anne Morrow Lindbergh, in "The
Steep Ascent." (Harcourt,
Brace),
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these only"
gAID Max Plowman in one of his And, for most of us. it is only

letters, now published in a through that urgency that we can
volume of inexhaustible riches: ^ain a glimpse of men's minds in the
"Be Christian, if possible; but also dodge far-off days when theology was real.

If Christ were as real—one half as
real—to grown-ups as Father Christ-
ma? is to children, what an extra-
ordinarily different world it would be I

Meanwhile, the grown-ups have
their God: to whom they give implicit
obedience but no faith. He is the
Nation-State. In the main he is the

.There is no doubt about it: the ffw f.'''''
,^^4, .Projection of them-

content of the word Christian has IT* ^ ^^J^^dermg mixture of bad
become far too elastic and dubious ?^f ?®^^- u ^ ?^"^^ ^'^® themselves,

for anyone to achieve clarity by lu„ ff'
.^^^^, >^ ^u'^'^^t^ "''•.u^''"

adopting or applying it. The label &'-^^T V^"^^ ^?^^ °^^^
u'v ^^^^^

Christian tells us nothing about a ^^^^ '^ ^ ^^"^ ^^ somnambulism. One

being called one, if poesible, just because it
isn't a reproach, but a category; it's these
damned categories the whole Creation waits to
be delivered from ... Of course, I know that
we are struggling for the re-birth of Christi-
anity. It's for this very reason I say: For
God's sake, let us not try to put new wine into
old bottles. This that has to be reborn will
show its nature surely enough when it is
reborn. Don't go baptizing it before it's born."

man on which we can rely. It does
not assure us that he is tolerant or
forgiving, or that he is loth to judge.
It tells Us nothing about the man
himself, or the i^ind of answers he
will give by his actions to the ques-
tions life sets us all. That is the
reason why the category Christian

is no longer P&rt of the living
language of men. It serves to make
no vital distinction.

day. they say to themselves—^without
any great conviction—he will turn
into a Father Christmas, with jobs,
nutrition, education, health-service,
and social insurance for all. Rather a
strange metamorphosis—seeing that
the Nation-State at the present time
loaks very like a stream-lined
Moloch. No wonder no one seems
very sanguine about the change.

What man needs to ffive him
strength to pull himself out of the
dreary automatism of death is a new
vision of God—of a God that is a
God—as high above the State as man
himself is now below it. Till that
comes there will be no freedom any
more: and where that comes there is

always freedom. Let Max Plowman
speak again:
"Seeing God is seeing with the eyes of love

the essential nature of anything or anybody.
We don't really see it or them till we see the
indescribable (and the indescribably lovely) as
the essential nature, the very core of them.

Christmas has more definite mean-
ing than Christian in the world
today. The Christmas spirit is a
much more distinctive thinff than the
Christian spirit. Most grown men and
women, and all children, feel

strongly that there is, or ought to

be, something different about Christ-

mas. Men and women ought to

behave differently and better. And
for the most part they do—especially Then we know that that is God and they are

towards children. Sometimes the

thing goes so far that, even in the
worst extremity of war, there is a
spontaneous and voluntary truce.

Let us hope that it springs up, to be

a witness to the suppressed humanity
of man. this Christmas.

The deity who presides over this

Christmas spirit is. we suppose,

Father Christmas. He is much the

most real and personal God who
exists, at any rate in the North
European world today. He is real and
personal because the children are

determined to keep him so. Whether
he does, or does not, veritably come
down the chimney, is a question of

the utmost urgency in child-theology.

the means of God to us and what we worship
is not them in their discreteness but God in

essence—God manifest in the flesh—^God recog.
nized. And only as we see persons and things
in their eternality—in their essential being

—

do we see them truly and when we do. joy is

spontaneous, a joy which none and nothing
can take away. "These human beings are one,
and these only,"



Creative Experience

I
HAVE been* thinking about
islands, those explosions of

apparently uncharacteristic

experience that occur in certain

lives. Most of the people we know
are terribly afraid of such is-

lands. They see one looming
ahead and they hurriedly steer

off in another direction. In or-

der to save one's life, as has been
said, one must be willing to let

it be tossed away, and not many
of us are willing. All well-

brought-up people are afraid of

having any experience which
seems to them uncharacteristic of

themselves as they imagine them-
selves to be. Yet this is the only

kind of experience that is really

alive and can lead them any-
where worth going. New, strange,

uncharacteristic, uncharted ex-

perience, coming at a needed mo-
ment, is sometimes as necessary
in a person's life as a plow in

a field.

Yet those people who are most
capable of continuous develop-

ment, because of their rich and
fastidious and subtle natures,

seem to feel a passionate fear and
resentment of any really new ex-

perience. Change must always
come, to them and in them, even-

ly and slowly and always in a
given direction. If it takes a
sudden sharp turn, or seems to be

leading them into a place they
think is not fit for them, they
refuse to follow it. Oh, lucky be-

yond most human beings is the

refined and well-brought-up per-

son who comes upon an utterly

unfamiliar island flat in the mid-
dle of his fate line, and who is

bold enough and crazy enough to

defy the almost overwhelming
chorus of complacency and in-

ertia and other people's ideas and
to follow the single, fr^h, living

voice of his own destiny, which
at the crucial moment speaks
aloud to him and tells him to

come on.

Katherine Butler Hathaway, in

"The Little Locksmith." (Cow-
ard-McCann.)

ART AND INSTINCT.
^ir,~l feel that there is not very much more to be said aljout

art and instinct. I am far from failing- to recognise the
perfection that is achieved by instinctive operation, for ex-
ample by the bees, who do better in their wav than we often
do in ours. Their wa}- and our wav should be natural wa'ys

;

but not therefore the same ways, for theirs is the nature of
bees and ours that of humanity. Instincts are forces by
which the bees are in a manner compelled, and so with our
own appetites and passions by which, we are led to pursue
immediate ends, whether for good or evil. In human art
ends are foreseen and means chosen; the artist's working is
deliberate and, I repeat, with Plato, that "one cannot give
the name of art to anything irrational."
The whole matter has been admirably stated bv Kric (;ill,

wild says :

To produce works of art is natural to men,
therefore worksf of art are, in a sense, themselves
natural object.s. Nature, the* natural world, we must sup-
pose to be the product of the fully deliberate will of God,
therefore the natural world is itself a work of art. lUU
though, tn this apparent confusion, the definition of nature
remains obscure, the thing called art emerges clearly.
Art is skill ; that i=> what it has always been and what it

has always been said to be. But it is a deliberate skill

;

and a work of art is the product of voluntary acts directed
towards making. Hence art is a virtue of the intelligence
—it is of the mind. Deliberation and volition are essential
to the thing called Art. An involuntary act or an act
performed without intellection may be good or bad /;/ .sC;

it is not the work of an artist.

This is from the essay on "Clothing without Cloth." Ft

will be seen that Gill distinguishes correctly between the
art (which always remains in the artist) and it'ork of art

produced per artem and ex voluntate. I .Id add that
skill becomes a habit (habitus) or second nature ; the artist

who has acquired the habit of his art works easily, but we
must not confuse this facility with that of the animal archi-

tects. The latter, however admirable, can only be called

"artists," in a human sense, to the extent that they deliberate

or solve problems as, for example, beavers and elephants
are sometimes said to do. It ma}' well be that the beginnings
of a human nature can be recognized in some of the more
intelligent animals ; but this does not mean that our own
instinctive animal nature is our human nature.

Anaxda K. Coomarasw.\mv.
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Culture & Indian Nationalism
Mr. Louis Fischer describes talks he had with the

famous Indian leader between June 4th and 10th in-

clusive, 1942. His is not a too profound record of

contact with a remarkable figure, but it will be read

with interest, if only because of the many details it gives

of his daily life in his ashram at Sevagram. Various

facts of importance, however, emerge. We arc left in

no doubt concerning Gandhi's bravery and his honesty

of character and purpose, his readiness to make what

may seem damaging admissions about himself and his

movement, the extension of his interest and effort beyond

mere nationalism into the realm of social and economic

reforms for India, his unmodern attitude to the tech-

nological achievements of Western civilization, his dis-

taste for Western democracy, and his insistence on a

point too often overlooked by English political thinkers

—that: every great people has a contribution of its own
to make to politics and that, therefore, the imposition

of a Western form on India, apart from being unwelcome
and unworkable, might also delay if not arrest altogether

the emergence of an essentially Indian form.

Other interesting facts emphasized by Mr. Fischer are,

the fundamental parochialism of* the Indian's outlook

—

according to the author, a consequence of British rule

—

and Gandhi's hostility to birth control as a solution

of the population question.

It is strange to find Mr. Fischer so hard put to it

to discover the source of Gandhi's power over his

countrymen. Nor do his repeated questions to Gandhi
on this matter help much to clear it up. Indeed, how
could they? For, unless Gandhi had been very different

from what Mr. Fischer knows him to be, how could he
have elucidated this apparent mystery? Surely, however,
when an able and gifted man, trained for a liberal pro-
fession, is known to have forsaken all,worldly ambition
and riches, to have sacrificed his personal comfort, ease
and peace, and to have risked even his life for what
he believes to be a good cause; when he is known to
have suffered in that cause, and to have asked nothing
from life in return except the realization of his aim,
need we seek very far for the source of his power?
Whether he appears right or wrong to the world at

large is of little consequence. Those at least who think

him right could hardly fail in such circumstances to

honour, if not to obey him. So where is the problem?
Naturally Gandhi himself could not have said all this

in reply to Mr. Fischer's persistent questioning ! And
that explains the inadequacy of the replies he did make.
But there are some questions that cannot be put to

a man with any modest feeling—at least, not with any
hope of getting satisfactory answers to them.

" Talking to India " consists of a selection of English
language broadcasts to India, edited by George Orwell.
There are 25 in all, together with, five specimens of

Propaganda. As only 3% of the Indian population can
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LHe h How

BUT the greatest gift in the

power of loneliness to bestow

is the realization that life does

not consist either of wallowing in

the past or of peering anxiously

at the future; and it is appalling

to contemplate the great number
of often painful steps by which
one arrives at a truth ao old, so

obvious, and so frequently ex-

pressed. It is good for one to

appreciate that life is now. What-
ever its offer, little or much, life

is now—^this day—this hour—and
is probably the only e3q>erience of

the kind one is to have. As the

doctor said to the woman who
complained that She did not like

the night air: "Madam, during
certain hours of the twenty-four,

night air is the only air there is."

Solitude performs the inestimable
service of letting us discover that
it is our lives we are at every
moment passing through, and not
some useless, ugly, interpolated

interval between what has been
and what ia .to come. Life does
not know such intervals. They
can have no separate identity, for
they are life itself, and to realize

this makes what has seemed long
and without v€due both precious
and fleeting. The fleeting may not
be just what we once dreamed it

might be, but it has the advan-
tage of being present, whereas
our past is dead fiind our future
may never be bom.

Charles McLcomb Flandrau, in
''Viva Mexico." (Appleton-Cen-
turyj
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